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Abstract: Secured Multiparty Sum Computation is an important algorithm designed in Privacy preserving Data mining to perform 

aggregated computation on data distributed between multi parties. In this paper, a new protocol with an improved performance on 

complexity is designed to perform Secured Sum computation on Multiparty environment which will enable to develop better algorithms for 

Privacy preserving data mining process such as Classification, Clustering etc.   
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1. Introduction 

Privacy-preserving data mining considers the problem of 

running data mining algorithms on confidential data that is not 

supposed to be revealed even to the party running the 

algorithm. There are two classic settings for privacy-preserving 

data mining. In the first, the data is divided among two or more 

different parties; the aim being to run a data mining algorithm 

on the union of the parties’ databases without allowing any 

party to view another individual's private data. Secured 

Multiparty Sum computation is one of the methods used for 

handling this type of scenario.  In the second, some statistical 

data that is to be released may contain confidential data; hence, 

it is first modified so that (a) the data does not compromise 

anyone's privacy, and (b) it is still possible to obtain 

meaningful results by running data mining algorithms on the 

modified data set. In this paper, we will mainly refer to 

scenarios of the first type using Secured Multiparty Sum 

Computation (SMC) methods. A new algorithm for SMC is 

proposed in this paper to have better performance in the aspect 

of complexity. 

2. Background Study 

A special case of a long-studied problem in cryptography 

called secure multiparty computation. This problem deals with 

a setting where a set of parties with private inputs wishes to 

jointly compute some function of their inputs. Loosely 

speaking, this joint computation should have the property that 

the parties learn the correct output and nothing else, even if 

some of the parties maliciously collude to obtain more 

information. Clearly, a protocol that provides this guarantee 

can be used to solve this problem.    

 

In [1], a study various efficient fundamental secure building 

blocks such as Fast Secure Matrix Multiplication 

(FSMP), Secure Scalar Product (SSP), and Secure Inverse of 

Matrix Sum (SIMS) is made to evaluate time/space efficiency 

on the different protocols.  

 

An algorithm of privacy preserving C4.5 which is applicable to 

vertically and horizontally partitioned dataset is given in [2].  It 

gives a detailed computation method of the information gain 

ratio without revealing privacy. The secure scalar product 

protocol, the xln(x) protocol and secure sum protocol are used 

in collaborative computing, which can protect privacy 

effectively.  An excellent review of SMC is provided in [12] 

where they developed a framework for SMC problem 

discovery and transformation of normal problem to SMC 

problem.  

 

In [3], a novel protocol is discussed to compute the sum of an 

individual's data given by parties with zero leakage probability. 

This protocol suggests breaking the data blocks into segments 

and redistributing the segments among all the parties. Also, 

neighbor’s position is changed to maintain security.  Breaking 

of data into segments and changing location of neighbors is 

also suggested in [4].  This protocol provides zero probability 

of data leakage by two colluding parties when they want to 

attack data of a middle party. The only drawback of this 

scheme is that the topology of the computational network 

changes in each round of the computation. The communication 

and computation complexity both are O (n 2).     

 

In this protocol, each party partitions its data into k segments 

where k = n-1 which is the number of parties involved in 

computation. Let P1 to be the protocol initiator. The position of 

the protocol initiator is kept fixed in each round of 

computation. For the first round of the computation parties are 

arranged in a serial fashion as P1, P2, …, Pn. The protocol 
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initiator starts computation using k-secure sum protocol to get 

the sum of first segment of each party. Before second round of 

computation starts P2 exchanges its position with P3. In next 

round of the computation P2 exchanges its position with P4 and 

so on until P2 exchanges its position with Pn. Generalizing the 

method we can say that in ith round of the computation P2 

exchanges its position with Pi+1 until Pn is reached. In each 

round of computation segments are added using k-secure sum 

protocol and the partial sum is passed to the next party until all 

the segments are added and the sum is announced by the 

protocol initiator party. The description of ck-Secure sum 

Protocol is given in Figure 1 and Snapshots for a four-party 

case are shown in Figure 2. 

 

  
Figure 1: Initial Architecture of ck-Secure Sum 

 

 
Figure 2: Snapshot of ck-Secure Sum for four party case 

Eventhough ck-Secure sum Protocol provides zero probability 

of data leakage by two colluding parties when they want to 

attack data of a middle party and an appreciable improvement 

over previous protocols available in the literature.  

 

Considering the requirement to reduce the computation and the 

communication complexity along with preserving the security, 

Two Phase secured multiparty sum computation protocol 

(2PSMC) is proposed in this paper. 

 

3. Proposed Architecture and Protocol 

Description of 2PSMC 

3.1 Description of Protocol 

The proposed algorithm 2PSMC runs in two cycles instead of k 

cycles. Each party breaks the data block into two segments.   

Also each site generates a random number Ri which will be 

used for encrypting the sum at each site.  Initially, all the sites 

are arranged randomly and protocol initiator S1 is also selected 

randomly. The two phases of the protocol is explained in 

Section 3.2 and Section 3.3.   

 

3.2 Phase One of 2PSMC 

 

Consider there are N number of sites where N >=3.  Each site 

Si where i = 1 to N has value D i which is partitioned into two 

segments randomly as D i1 and D i2 such that D i  = D i1 +D i2. 

Protocol initiator S1 is also selected randomly and Site S1 

generate a random number R1.   At Site S1, V1 is generated 

using Equation 1. 

 

Vi = R1 + D11                                               (1) 

 

At each Site Si, partial sum Vi   is calculated using Equation 2 

where 2<=i <=n 

 

Vi  =  Vi-1+ Ri +  D i1                                   (2) 

 

While the cycle reaches Site Sn, the partial sum with first 

segment data of all sites along with random number of each site 

will be available with Site Sn.  

 

3.3 Phase Two of 2PSMC 

 

In the 2nd phase, again the sites are arranged randomly.  In the 

second phase, each site will subtract its random number from 

the partial sum received from the previous site and adds its 

second segment of data.   The calculation of Vi will be done 

using Equation 3 at each site.  
 

Vi =  Vi-1  -  Ri  + D i2                              (3) 

 

3.4 Sample Demonstration of Protocol 

For example consider a scenario with five parties.   Let S1, S2, 

S3, S4 and S5 are the parties involved in the computation and 

each party hold the values 25, 23, 15, 9 and 11 respectively.  

Each party breaks their data block into two segments.  The 

arrangement of parties is made randomly in the both  phases. 

The sample segments of the parties in two phases and its 

arrangement are shown in Table 1.  S3 and S2 are chosen as 

protocol initiators in first and second phase respectively.  The 

computation in each cycle is shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4. 
 

 

Table 1 : Sample organization of 2PSMC 
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Site 

 Value 

of the 

site 

Position 

(First 

Phase) 

Segment 

Value 

(First 

Phase) 

Position 

(Second 

Phase) 

Segment 

Value 

(Second 

Phase) 

Random 

Number  

S1 25 3 17 5 8 3 

S2 23 5 6 1 17 56 

S3 15 1 4 4 11 54 

S4 9 4 0 3 9 87 

S5 11 2 6 2 5 4 

 

 
Figure 3: 2PSMC for five party case (1st Phase) 

 

 
Figure 4: 2PSMC for five party case (2nd Phase) 

 

 

The algorithm of 2PSMC is given in section 3.3. 

 

3.5 Algorithm of 2PSMC Protocol 

The algorithm: 2PSMC Protocol  

 

1. Split data of each site into 2 segments 

2. Arrange all sites randomly. Select a site as Protocol 

Initiator. 

3. Protocol initiator  will initialize V1= R1 + x1 where x1 

is the first segment value of protocol initiator and R1 

is it’s random value 

4. for i =2..n 

5.     Calculate V1 = Vi-1 + Ri + xi1  

6.        Send Vi  to next random site 

7. Arrange all sites randomly. Start 2nd cycle from 

Protocol initiator site. 

8. for i =1..n 

9.     Calculate V1 = Vi-1 -  Ri + xi1  

10.        Send Vi  to next random site 

11. At the end Vi will hold the sum of all sites 

12. End of Algorithm 

 

3.6 Performance Analysis of the Protocol 

In this protocol, each party breaks its data into two segments 

secretly on its own. If two neighbor parties collude they can 

know only their own data segments in the computation. The 

protocol guarantees that a party will not know its position of 

arrangement since the position arrangement is made by the 

protocol randomly for each parties. Number of rounds of 

computation is two and the number of computation in each 

round is n. Hence, the communication and computation 

complexity both are O (n) which is better than earlier protocols 

available for Secured Multiparty computation.   Figure 5 shows 

the performance based on number of sites against number of 

computations and time complexity. 

 

 
Figure 5: Performance of number of sites versus number of 

computations and time complexity 

 

4. Conclusion 

In this paper, a new protocol 2PSMC is proposed to compute 

secured sum for multi party environment.  Since the protocol 

runs in two phases with n computations in each phase where n 

is the number of parties, the protocol has a very good 

performance while comparing with earlier protocols.   In 

future, effort can be made to improve this algorithm with fuzzy 

logic and neural network learning.  
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